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Mexican Law in Texas Courts and the Role of Judicial Interaction
by
Elizabeth Carmichael Bellows, JD;MA
The University of Texas at Austin, 2010
SUPERVISOR: Patricia Hansen
This thesis explores issue of whether Texas courts are currently capable of
applying and willing to apply Mexican law. Texas courts and legal practitioners have
historically been unwilling to trust or to apply Mexican law. This thesis explores the
doctrines and legal rules that Texas courts have used to avoid Mexican law in the past
and into the present. It then examines the few cases in which Texas courts have applied
Mexican law to determine that even when applying Mexican law, the courts express
uncertainty or an unwillingness to rely entirely on Mexican law.
This thesis then describes recent reforms to the Mexican judiciary that should
obviate some of Texas courts’ major concerns. However, Texas courts still do not
willingly or comfortably apply Mexican law. This thesis concludes by suggesting that
the comparative law doctrine of judicial dialogue, or communication among judges,
offers the best chance for Texas judges to trust Mexican law enough to apply it. The
paper ends with some proposals to implement this exchange.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In recent years, courts in Latin America have shown an increased willingness to
look at the decisions of courts in other countries as a tool for interpreting Latin American
law.1 Advocates of this approach both in Latin America and more generally have argued
that this kind of “judicial dialogue” can significantly contribute to the development of
national law.

Sir Basil Markesinis has written that judicial dialogue may improve

domestic law “as a source of inspiration, especially when the national law is dated,
unclear, or contradictory.”2 Anne-Marie Slaughter writes of a future “[n]ot of U.S. courts,
French courts, German courts, Japanese courts, and associated international tribunals, but
simply adjudicative entities engaging in resolving disputes, interpreting and applying the
law as best they can,”3 a vision not of global courts but of national courts around the
globe working together. Judicial interaction is the key to these visions.
However, despite these authors’ arguments and visions, U.S. courts have
generally been reluctant to engage in a similar international dialogue. Although the U.S.
Supreme Court has cited foreign judicial decisions in a few recent cases,4 a number of
U.S. judges and scholars have warned that this trend is inappropriate because the

1

See, e.g, Corte Suprema de Justicia [CJSN], 7/7/1992 , “Ekmekdjián v. Sofovich,” 315 F.C.S. 1792 (Arg.)
(looking to U.S. law reviews and U.S. Television Code regulations to determine how Argentina should
decide a case regarding the right of reply); see generally ÁNGEL R. OQUENDO, LATIN AMERICAN LAW 237261 (2006) (discussing Latin American courts’ willingness to apply both international and other nations’
laws).
2
Sir Basil Markesinis and Jörg Fedtke, The Judge as Comparatist, 80 TUL. L. REV. 11, 17 (2005).
3
Anne-Marie Slaughter, Judicial Globalization, 40 VA. J. INT’L L. 1103, 1114 (2000).
4
See, e.g., Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 577-79 (2005) (deciding that the death penalty for juveniles is
“cruel and unusual” relying on the “overwhelming weight of international opinion” and the United
Kingdom’s law in particular); Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 573 (2003) (citing a European Court of
Human Rights case as support for invalidating a Texas statute making “certain intimate sexual conduct”
between two persons of the same sex a crime).
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Supreme Court should not “impose foreign moods, fads, or fashions on Americans.”5
Because foreign law does not bind U.S. courts, Justice Scalia warned that courts used
foreign law only when it agreed with their thinking and ignored it otherwise, which he
called “not reasoned decisionmaking, but sophistry.”6 Judge Richard Posner has also
noted that using foreign law is costly and undemocratic: costly since judges would need
to expend extra time and effort to use unfamiliar foreign law and undemocratic because
the foreign judges do not answer in any way to the American people.7
This thesis does not directly address the debate on whether U.S. courts should
more actively engage in judicial dialogue with foreign courts to help determine the
content of U.S. law. Instead, it seeks to contribute to that debate by exploring the largely
neglected but essential issue of whether U.S. courts are currently capable of engaging in
this type of dialogue. 8 I do so by looking at the way in which U.S. courts have dealt with
foreign law in disputes involving contracts and torts9 that are filed in Texas courts but
have important connections with Mexico. In this type of case, U.S. law may in fact
require both state and federal courts to apply Mexican law. Because of the Texas’s
proximity to Mexico, courts in Texas have dealt with this type of cases more often, and
for a longer period of time, than courts in most other states. Analysis of these cases is
therefore likely to offer important lessons regarding the ability of U.S. courts to
5

Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 598 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
Roper, 543 U.S. at 627.
7
Richard Posner, No Thanks, We Already Have Our Own Laws, LEGAL AFFAIRS (July-August 2004),
available at http://www.legalaffairs.org/issues/July-August-2004/feature_posner_julaug04.msp (last visited
July 31, 2010).
8
See, e.g., Markesinis, supra note 2, at 17-18 (explicitly noting that he is not considering foreign law as
applicable law when the rules of choice of law require it).
9
A tort is “a wrongful act other than a breach of contract for which relief may be obtained in the form of
damages or an injunction.” Merriam Webster, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/tort.
6
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understand and apply Latin American law and steps that courts may need to take to
improve their capacity to do so.
In Chapter 2 of this paper, I will lay out the legal framework that operated in
Texas courts prior to 1979. As I explain in this chapter, traditional rules on “choice of
law” required courts in Texas to apply Mexican law in cases where either a tort (i.e. a
legal wrong) or a contract took place in Mexico. However, Texas courts adopted a legal
doctrine that permitted them to dismiss any case that satisfied these requirements, based
on the view that Mexican law was too “dissimilar” to Texas law, and that its justice was
too uncertain.
In Chapter 3, I will explain the legal framework that has applied in the state of
Texas since 1979. In that year, Texas abandoned the Dissimilarity Doctrine and adopted
a new approach requiring courts to apply the law of a foreign country whenever that
country has the “most significant relationship” with a specific case. I show that these
rules give courts a great deal of discretion, and that Texas courts often use this discretion
to apply Texas law if this benefits Texas parties.
In Chapter 4, I examine the difficulties that Texas courts have experienced in
determining the content of Mexican law as a result of Texas post-1979 choice of law
framework.

I conclude that some U.S. federal courts appear to be comfortable

investigating and determining Mexican law on their own, while state courts in Texas have
shown little interest in investigating Mexican law and in some cases incorrectly assume
that Mexican law is the same as U.S. law. In Chapter 5, I will consider the reasons for
the apparent discomfort that Texas state judges have demonstrated with respect to
3

Mexican law. I will examine specific concerns that have been raised regarding the state
of the rule of law, and judicial independence, in the Mexican legal system. I will then
discuss recent changes to the Mexican legal system, and argue that these changes have
removed many of the concerns that have historically blocked application of Mexican law
in Texas, and should make Texas courts more willing to apply Mexican law today than
they were 30 years ago.
Finally, in Chapter 6, I will draw conclusions regarding the lessons to be learned
from cases where Texas courts have been required directly to apply Mexican law, and the
way in which these lessons should be used to inform the debate over the indirect use of
foreign law as a tool for interpreting U.S. law. I argue that the judicial interaction and
communication espoused in the scholarly literature on comparative law is the most likely
method to improve the willingness of Texas judges to apply Mexican law and should
move beyond its scholarly, comparative context. I will discuss current efforts to improve
judicial interaction between Texas and Mexico and conclude with suggestions to further
this interaction.

4

CHAPTER 2: THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR APPLICATION OF MEXICAN
LAW IN TEXAS COURTS BEFORE 1979
United States courts see many cases that have connections with different
countries. In these cases, the court must determine which law to apply, its own or the law
from one of the other jurisdictions associated with the case.1 The process of determining
which law governs in such a case is called “choice of law analysis.”2 To give a simple
definition, “choice of law is the branch of conflict-of-laws doctrine that seeks to identify
the appropriate law to apply in disputes with connections to more than one state.”3
While it may seem unusual that a court would be required to apply a law foreign
to its own, in a federal system such as the United States, questions of choice of law are
fairly common since each state in the U.S. has its own set of laws. 4 Therefore, state and
federal courts have long been required to consider which state’s substantive laws should
apply to cases that may involve constituent elements from one or more different states.
Given that legal disputes frequently involve elements from more than one state, U.S.
courts must often apply the law of another state.5
Although choice of law questions in the United States mostly concern conflicts
between the laws of different states, the same choice of law rules may lead a court to

1

SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, WENDY COLLINS PERDUE AND ARTHUR T. VON MEHREN, CONFLICT OF LAWS:
AMERICAN, COMPARATIVE, INTERNATIONAL 1 (1998).
2
Id.
3
Christopher A. Whytock, Myth of Mess? International Choice of Law in Action, 84 N.Y.U. L. REV. 719,
724 (2009).
4
SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, THE AMERICAN CHOICE-OF-LAW REVOLUTION: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 5
(2006).
5
Id. at 8.
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apply not just the law of another state but the law of another country.6 Disputes requiring
a U.S. court to apply another nation’s law have become increasingly common because of
the increasing globalization of commerce and disputes.7
Despite the common nature of the problem of deciding which law to apply, in the
United States it is difficult to talk about one set of “choice of law rules” since every state
has its own body of law.8

Nevertheless, it is possible to identify the historical

development of choice of law doctrine in the United States and to establish categories of
approaches to choice of law. In this Chapter, I will first trace briefly the development of
“traditional” choice of law rules that were first developed in the U.S. I will then discuss
the way in which these rules were applied in Texas prior to 1979.

A. The Traditional Approach to Choice of Law in the United States
According to most western legal scholars, the history of choice of law began as
early as twelfth-century Italy.9 The legal scholar Bartolus developed a method of solving
conflicts between laws based on classification of laws into two categories—real or
personal.10 Real statutes operated only within the borders of the enacting state but not
beyond; personal statutes bound all persons who owed allegiance to the state even
beyond the state’s boundaries.11 Bartolus re-introduced the “conflictual method” of
determining the law of multistate disputes, under which the arbiter chooses the law of one
6

Id. at 5.
Jorge A. Vargas, Mexican Law and Personal Injury Cases: An Increasingly Prominent Area for U.S.
Legal Practitioners and Judges, 8 SAN DIEGO INT’L L.J. 475, 478 (2006).
8
SYMEONIDES, supra note 4, at 5.
9
SYMEONIDES ET AL., supra note 1, at 6. According to these authors, choice of law may have also arisen
among the ancient Greeks and the Romans.
10
Id. at 8.
11
Id.
7
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of the states instead of blending the laws to create a new substantive rule;12 and this
conflictual method is the method still used today.
In the United States, the first treatise regarding choice of law appeared in 1828,
and future Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story published his important Commentaries on
the Conflict of Laws in 1834.13 Story synthesized choice of law principles current in
Europe at the time into three main rules: (1) every nation has “exclusive sovereignty and
jurisdiction within its own territory,” (2) “no state or nation can, by its laws, directly
affect, or bind property out of its own territory, or bind persons not resident therein,”14
and (3) the force that the laws of one country might have in another “depend[s] solely
upon the laws . . . of the latter, . . . and upon its own express or tacit consent.”15 Choice
of law doctrine continued to develop in the various states, resulting in the formulation of
the approach set out in the influential Restatement of the Law, Conflict of Laws in 1934.16
This approach, called the “traditional approach,” reigned in the United States for several
decades, and it still is the approach used in several states.
The “traditional” U.S. approach to choice of law is embodied in two rules known
as lex loci delicti and lex loci contractus,17 which mean “law of the place of the wrong”
and “law of the place of contract” respectively.18 In tort cases, the place where the tort

12

Id.
Id. at 12.
14
JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 19, 21 (1834).
15
Id. at 24-25.
16
SYMEONIDES ET AL., supra note 1, at 13.
17
SYMEONIDES, supra note 4, at 37.
18
SYMEONIDES ET AL., supra note 1, at 22, 34.
13
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occurred determined the applicable law.19 In contract cases, the place where the contract
was formed determined the applicable law. On the surface, these rules appear easy to
apply and ostensibly neutral to the parties. The assumed clarity of these traditional rules
made them the default rules for choice of law analysis for several decades.20

B. The Traditional Approach to Choice of Law in Texas
The Texas Supreme Court generally followed the traditional approach described
above—applying the lex loci rules—from the 1800s to 1979.21 In the case of torts,
although the court did not specifically name its doctrine “lex loci” until the 1920s, cases
such as Texas P. and Railway v. Richards,22 decided in 1887, show that the “law of the
place of the wrong” already dominated the court’s thinking regarding choice of law in
tort cases. In that case, a minor, through her next friend, brought suit against a Texas
railway company in Texas courts to recover damages for the death of her father, who died
as a result of injuries he sustained in Louisiana.23 The court immediately determined that
the law of Louisiana—the place of the tort—governed the action.24

In contract cases,

the court stated as early as 1846 that “[i]t is a well established principle of the law, that
the lex loci, or law of the place where the contract is made, is to govern as to its
construction and validity.”25

19

See, e.g., Texas P. & Ry. Co. v. Jackson, 4 S.W. 627, 627-28 (Tex. 1887) (determining that Louisiana
law applied because the accident giving rise to the suit occurred there).
20
SYMEONIDES, supra note 4, at 38.
21
Gutierrez v. Collins, 583 S.W.2d 312, 313 (Tex. 1979)..
22
This case will be discussed further infra at 17.
23
Texas P. & Ry. Co. v. Richards, 4 S.W. 627, 627-28 (Tex. 1887). The opinion does not specify the
citizenship of the plaintiff or the circumstances of the injuries causing her father’s death.
24
Id.
25
Chevallier v. Buford, 1846 WL 3646 at *2 (Tex. 1846).
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C. The Dissimilarity Doctrine
In cases involving torts and contracts that took place in Mexico, however, the
courts adopted a special rule, known as the Dissimilarity Doctrine.26 The Dissimilarity
Doctrine was originally developed in 1887 to avoid applying the laws of Louisiana in
Texas courts in Texas & P. Ry. Co. v. Richards .27 In this case, a minor child brought suit
against the Texas and P. Railway for injuries suffered by her father as a result of an
accident that occurred in Louisiana.

The plaintiff brought the suit pursuant to a

Louisiana statute, which permitted plaintiff to bring the action on behalf of her father for
up to one year after his death. However, Texas common law did not permit this type of
claim to be brought after the father’s death.28 The Court refused to apply Louisiana law
because Texas law specifically denied such a cause of action.29
Less than ten years later, in 1896, the Texas Supreme Court expanded the scope
of the Doctrine to avoid applying the laws of Mexico.30 The Texas Supreme Court held
that it would dismiss the case of an American worker injured in Mexico because choice
of law rules dictated the application of Mexican law, which was essentially dissimilar to
Texas law.31 Restating its earlier decision in Richards, the court said “that courts of
[Texas would] not undertake to adjudicate rights which originated in another state or
country, under statutes materially different from the law of [Texas] in relation to the same
26

Carlos R. Soltero and Amy Clark-Meachum, The Common Law of Mexican Law in Texas Courts, 26
HOUS. J. INT’L L. 119, 125 (2003).
27
Texas & P. Ry. Co. v. Richards, 4 S.W. 627 (Tex. 1887). The Texas Supreme Court, in Gutierrez v.
Collins, 583 S.W.2d 312, 320 (Tex. 1979), identified Richards as the first example of the Dissimilarity
Doctrine.
28
Texas & P. Ry Co., 4 S.W. at 629.
29
Id. It is worth noting that Louisiana is the only U.S. state under civil law instead of common law.
30
Mexican Nat’l Ry. Co. v. Jackson, 33 S.W. 857, 860 (Tex. 1896).
31
Id.
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subject.”32 Specifically, the court stated that Mexican courts were not governed by
precedent and, although Texas courts had access to Mexican statutes, they had no access
to decisions from Mexican courts to interpret vague laws. Therefore, there was no
guarantee that the parties would be treated in a Texas court as they would be in Mexico,
which was the right of the parties.33
The court then compared several aspects of Mexican and Texas law, such as the
conflation of tort and criminal law in Mexico, to emphasize the differences.34 At that
time, according to the Court, a plaintiff could not recover for a defendant’s negligence
unless the judge also found that the negligence was so great that it constituted a crime;
and the court was unwilling to apply laws that “practically require[d] the defendant to be
tried for a crime, in a civil action.”35 The court also mentioned the requirement under
Mexican law that parties first try to settle their differences before commencing suit.36 In
essence, the Court expressed what it considered to be fundamental differences in the two
legal systems and found that it was incapable and unwilling to apply such a different law.
Texas courts used this doctrine to dismiss cases in which they would be required
to apply Mexican law for over eight decades.37 For example, in El Paso & Juarez
Traction Co. v. Carruth, the court dismissed a case brought by a Texas resident working

32

Id.
Id.
34
Id.
35
Id. The Mexican laws requiring the conflation of civil and criminal liability in tort cases had been
changed by the 1930s. Hugh Scott Hunsaker, “The Texas Dissimilarity Doctrine as Applied to the Tort
Law of Mexico—A Modern Evaluation,” 55 TEX. L. REV. 1281, 1296-97 (1977).
36
Mexican Nat’l Ry. Co. v. Jackson, 33 S.W. 857, 860-61 (Tex. 1896).
37
Gutierrez v. Collins, 583 S.W.2d 312, 320 (Tex. 1979). The court’s full listing of these cases included
fifteen cases involving Mexican law. Id.
33
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for a U.S. company who was injured in Mexico.38 It found that Mexican laws governing
recovery in this case were simply too different in Mexico and Texas for Texas courts to
undertake to apply them.39 As the Texas Supreme Court later put it, “once the fact of
dissimilarity was proven, the courts of this state, for the most part, unrelentingly followed
the Jackson case and dismissed causes of action as, indeed, that opinion required them to
do.”40 The barriers to ascertaining law from across the border seemed too formidable to
Texas courts, and they did not wish to apply such an alien law in any case.
D. Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has summarized the traditional choice of law rules in the United States, and
Texas in particular. The traditional rules, called the lex loci delicti and the lex loci
contractus, focuses on the place where the injury giving rise to the suit or where the
contract that was the basis of the suit was formed. These rules had the advantage of
simplicity, but they often led to unjust results. Texas, like most states, adhered to these
rules. At the same times, Texas courts developed the Dissimilarity Doctrine to avoid
applying Mexican law when a mechanical application of the lex loci rules would require
it. Therefore, for over eight decades, Texas courts uniformly refused to analyze or even
consider Mexican law. In the late 1970s, however, Texas courts would abandon both the
mechanical lex loci rules and the Dissimilarity Doctrine, a process that will be the subject
of the next chapter.

38

255 S.W. 159, 159-160 (Tex. Comm. App. 1923).
Id. at 160.
40
Id.
39
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CHAPTER 3: THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR APPLICATION OF MEXICAN
LAW IN TEXAS COURTS SINCE 1979
In the previous chapter, I showed that Texas courts have been required to apply
foreign law in cases involving torts and contracts that took place in a foreign country for
many years. However, pursuant to the Dissimilarity Doctrine, Texas courts dismissed
cases in which they would be required to apply Mexican law. In this section, I will
discuss the development of a new approach to choice of law in the United States in the
1960s and the adoption of this approach by the Texas Supreme Court in 1979. I will then
discuss the Supreme Court’s simultaneous rejection of the Dissimilarity Doctrine in that
year. Finally, I will discuss the most common type of case in which Texas courts have
applied this new legal framework—cases arising from car accidents in Mexico.
A. Development of a new approach to Choice of Law in the United States
Dissatisfaction with the way in which courts were applying the traditional rules
led U.S. courts to move away from the lex loci rules beginning in the mid-1960s.1
Although ten states still adhere to the lex loci delicti rule and eleven states to the lex loci
contractus rule, many other choice of law approaches have become prevalent in the
United States, and these traditional rules are no longer dominant.2

However, the

traditional rules have not been replaced by a single common approach. In fact, Symeon
Symeonides, a choice of law scholar, has categorized six “modern” choice of law
1

Peter J. Riley, Abandonment of Lex Loci Delicti in Texas: The Adoption of the Most Significant
Relationship Test. 33 SW. L.J. 1221, 1225 (1979-1980).
2
SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, THE AMERICAN CHOICE-OF-LAW REVOLUTION: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 5
(2006). The ten states that maintain the lex loci delicti rule are Alabama, Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, New
Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming. The eleven states that
adhere to the lex loci contractus rule are Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, New Mexico,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and Wyoming.
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approaches.3 However, the approach set out in the Second Restatement on Conflicts of
Law—generally known as the “most significant relationship” approach—is by far the
most common in the United States today.4 In the present day, twenty-two states follow
the Second Restatement in tort cases, and twenty-four states adhere to it in contract
cases.5
In tort cases, the guiding principle of the Second Restatement is to determine
which state has the “most significant relationship” to the occurrence and to the parties in
the case.6 To make this determination, courts should consider four factors: “the place
where the injury occurred, the place where the conduct causing the injury occurred, the
domicile, residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of business of the
parties, and the place where the relationship, if any, between the parties is centered.”7
There is no firm rule to determine how much weight a court should give to each factor:
these contacts are to be evaluated according to their relative importance with respect to
the particular issue.8

Then courts should evaluate the importance of each of these

contacts in light of several policy concerns, such as the needs of the interstate and

3

The six approaches are: 1) Restatement Second, 2) Significant Contacts. 3) Lex Fori, 4) Better Law, 5)
Interest Analysis, and 6) Combined Modern. Id. at 99. The “Significant Contacts” method requires courts
to consider contacts such as the place where the wrong occurred, the residence of the parties involved, and
other connections to the tort without considering policy concerns. The “lex fori” method requires courts to
apply a state’s own law, even if another state has a significant interest, so long as the forum state’s interests
mandate that the forum law be applied. The “Better Law” approach explicitly permits judges to apply what
they consider to be the “better” law, which often leads to a pro-forum bias. The “Interest Analysis”
approach requires courts to resolve conflicts of law based mainly on a consideration of state interests.
“Combined modern” is a term used to encompass approaches that a mix of the categories above. Id. at 7782, 99.
4
Id. at 82.
5
Id.
6
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 145 (1971).
7
Id.
8
Id.
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international systems, policies of the forum state, policies of other interested states,
protection of expectations, certainty and predictability, and ease of determination and
application of the law.9
For contract claims, the Second Restatement directs courts to apply the law
chosen by the parties to the contract in most cases, as long as the chosen state has a
substantial relationship to the parties and the application of the chosen law would not be
contrary to the fundamental policy of another state with a “material greater interest than
the chosen state in the determination of the particular issue.”10 Absent a choice of law
provision in the contract, the Restatement lists several factors that courts should consider
to determine the applicable law. As in the case of torts, courts should consider the
domicile, residence, or place of business of the parties and the place where key events
giving rise to the claim occurred—in the context of contracts, these locations include the
place of contracting, the place of negotiation, the place of performance, and the location
of the subject matter of the contract.11 Also as with torts, courts should evaluate these
factors “according to their relative importance with respect to the particular issue.”12
Advocates of the Second Restatement approach praise the wide latitude that it
allows judges in determining the applicable law, the lack of a “better law” or pro-forum
bias, the combination of flexibility and real rules for guidance, and the prestige of a
Restatement formulation.13 For example, the Texas Supreme Court, upon adopting the
Second Restatement Approach, stated that its “methodology offers a rational yet flexible
9

Id. at § 6 (1971).
Id. § 187.
11
Id. at § 188.
12
Id.
13
SYMEONIDES, supra note 4, at 93-95.
10

14

approach to conflicts problems. It offers the courts some guidelines without being too
vague or too restrictive.”14
However, critics of the Second Restatement approach argue that, particularly in
the international context, the flexibility of this approach leads to contradictory and
uncertain results. Christopher Whytock, a frequent writer on choice of law issues, notes
that courts’ choice of law analyses are often considered “a mess” because the rules are
very convoluted and easily manipulated by judges wishing to choose which set of laws to
apply.15 The problem is exacerbated in the context of international choice of law because
judges will have even more incentive to choose their own law over the law of other states
because of the unfamiliarity of international law.16 Many critics of U.S. choice of law
rules have suggested that these rules in fact allow judges arbitrarily to determine the
applicable law based on inappropriate considerations such as which law will benefit the
local party or which law will require less effort on the judge’s part.17 While Whytock’s
studies suggest that these criticisms may be unduly harsh, the choice of law rules are
certainly sufficiently complex to leave room for judicial interpretation. As shown below,
this broad discretion is also reflected in Texas choice of law rules.
B. Adoption of the new approach in Texas
By the 1960s, Texas courts had begun to criticize the lex loci rules. For example,
in Marmon v. Mustang Aviation, Inc., the Court of Appeals in Austin considered a case
filed on behalf of three Texas residents who were killed when a place owned by Texas
14

Gutierrez v. Collins, 583 S.W.2d 312, 318 (Tex. 1979).
Whytock, supra note 3, at 732.
16
Id. at 738.
17
Id.
15

15

plaintiffs crashed in Colorado.18 Every passenger on the plane was from Texas, except
for one Illinois resident; the defendant companies were both Texas companies; the plane
was making a return trip from Montana to Texas; and the plane had been maintained and
repaired only in Texas.19 The only contact to Colorado was the fact that the crash had
occurred there.20 Because of the unusual result that Colorado law applied to a case that
had almost nothing to do with Colorado, the court was urged to abandon the lex loci
delicti rule in favor of the “most significant relationship” test.
The court clearly wished to do so.21 It referred to the change in the Restatement
rule from lex loci delicti in the First Restatement to the “most significant relationship”
model in the Second Restatement, commentaries by conflicts of laws experts that
supported the doctrine, and the number of states who had adopted the new formulation.22
The Austin court stated that it found much merit in the Second Restatement test and
would consider it if it were not bound by Texas precedent in favor of the lex loci delicti
approach.23 Although the Texas Supreme Court did not adopt the “most significant
relationships” test in its review of this case,24 Texas courts had clearly begun to question
the lex loci doctrine.
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In 1979, the Texas Supreme Court finally overruled the lex loci delicti approach
in Gutierrez v. Collins.25 In this case, Gutierrez, a Texas citizen, brought suit against
Collins, another Texas citizen, for an auto accident suffered in Zaragosa [sic], Chihuahua,
Mexico.26 Gutierrez claimed that Collins’s negligence was responsible for the accident.
The trial court, having applied the old lex loci delicti rule, found that Mexican law should
govern the case; it therefore dismissed the case because it would require the application
of Mexican law.27

The Texas Supreme Court, however, took the opportunity to

reconsider the choice of law rule in torts and to adopt the Second Restatement test. First
of all, the court stated that the choice of law rules were essentially court-made rules, so
the court had the freedom to select the choice of law methods concerning common law
causes of action.28 It argued that the lex loci delicti rule, far from actually providing
certainty and stability as it was lauded as doing, in fact often “ignored the very substantial
interests of the forum state” in favor of a mechanical application of the law of the place
of the wrong.29 This tendency led to unjust and arbitrary results, which often caused
courts to avoid applying the lex loci delicti through exceptions that in fact undermined
certainty and uniformity.30
Therefore, the court, after briefly mentioning several choice of law methods such
as the “better law theory” and the “states interests” test, decided to adopt the Second
Restatement “most significant relationships” test, finding that it was the “best thinking”
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available on the subject and contained “‘most of the substance’” of all the modern
theories.31 The court then offered an opinion on which law might govern, saying that
most courts would probably find that Texas law applied in this case.32 It would make
little sense to use Mexico’s laws of damages since both parties lived in Texas, and
Mexico’s only contact appeared to be that the accident occurred there.33 However, the
court held that it was not a foregone conclusion and remanded the case to the lower court
to determine the applicable law, emphasizing that the “most significant relationship” test
should not turn on number of contacts but quality of contacts.34 The language of the
court emphasizes that the seemingly obvious law may not result from the choice of law
analysis; a court must carefully consider not just the number but also the nature of the
contacts.35
In 1984, the Texas Supreme Court also adopted the Second Restatement test for
contract cases. In Duncan v. Cessna Aircraft Co., the plaintiff filed suit against Cessna
after her husband, a Texas resident, died in a plane crash in New Mexico.36 Cessna
claimed that a release signed by the decedent released Cessna from liability. The court
had to determine which state law governed the release.37 The court found that the case
had contacts with Kansas because Cessna was a Kansas corporation and the defective
plane parts were manufactured there. But it also had contacts with Texas (the plane was
sold in Texas; the decedent lived in Texas; the release was executed in Texas to settle a
31
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lawsuit filed in Texas) and New Mexico (the decedent worked in New Mexico; the
instructor, who also died, was a resident of New Mexico and the company that owned the
Cessna was a New Mexico corporation).38
Under the traditional lex loci contractus rule, Texas law would apply to this
case.39 However, the court explicitly overruled the use of lex loci contractus in Texas
contract cases, adopting instead the Second Restatement’s “most significant relationship
test.40 It found that Texas had the most significant relationship to the case.41 New
Mexico did not have a legitimate governmental interest in the application of its own law
on releases, since this law was designed to protect the interests of the parties to the
release, and neither party to the release was a New Mexico resident.42 Texas, on the other
hand, had a clear interest in application of its own law in order to protect its residents
(plaintiff and decedent) and because its law of releases was designed to protect Texas
residents from just the sort of categorical release at issue in the case.43 The court’s
analysis in this case makes clear that the number of contacts to a state does not determine
the applicable law; it is a combined analysis of the contacts present and the governmental
interests at stake.
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C. Rejection of the Dissimilarity Doctrine
Despite the long history of the Dissimilarity Doctrine, the Texas Supreme Court
overruled this over eighty-year-old practice in 1979 in Gutierrez v. Collins.44 This case,
which was discussed above has been mainly noted for announcing a major change in
Texas’s choice of law rules (changing the old lex loci delicti rule to an analysis of “most
significant relationship”).45 However, it is equally important for doing away with the
Dissimilarity Doctrine.
As discussed above, the case was brought by one Texas resident (Gutierrez)
against another Texas resident (Collins) for negligence related to car accident that had
occurred in Chihuahua, Mexico.46 The trial court dismissed the case originally because
of the Dissimilarity Doctrine, which it applied after receiving evidence of the relevant
laws of Mexico.47 However, the Texas Supreme Court held that this rationale no longer
applied in Texas courts. The court emphasized how much the situation of Texas and
Mexican law had changed since 1896. It said that the prior Court’s ruling had been based
on prevailing notions of practicality, fairness, and policy of the time that were no longer
applicable.48 In 1979, access to translations of Mexican legal materials was no longer a
problem; and attorneys had regularly been able to plead Mexican law in Texas courts.49
Because adequate translations had become widely available, the fear of judges’
inaccurately interpreting Mexican law also was no longer a major concern; courts in other
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jurisdictions had competently applied Mexican law; and Texas judges were assumed to
be equally as capable.50
Although the court did not explicitly mention an increase in commentaries on
Mexican law accessible to Texas judges, its citations regarding the Federal-State division
of Mexican law, referring to books in English and several law journal articles, suggest a
growing availability of secondary sources about Mexican law written for an American
audience.51 Finally, the court emphasized that the fact that the laws of Mexico differed
from the laws of Texas did not mean that the Mexican laws violated Texas public policy:
while Texas courts would not enforce a foreign law that “violate[d] good morals, natural
justice or is prejudicial to the general interests of [its] own citizens,” the mere fact of a
difference in law did not make Mexican laws invalid in Texas.52 After Gutierrez v.
Collins, Texas courts could no longer use the Dissimilarity Doctrine to avoid applying
Mexican law.
Although Texas state courts could no longer avail themselves of the
Dissimilarity Doctrine to dismiss cases, another doctrine soon became available. In
1993, the Texas Legislature adopted a new law, Section 71.051, that expressly permits
dismissal based on forum non conveniens—a doctrine that permits dismissal of cases that
could be brought in a foreign court based on considerations of convenience and ease of
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administration (including difficulties in determining the content of foreign law).53 The
federal doctrine is well-established an often used by federal courts to dismiss cases that
could and should be brought in foreign courts.54 In Texas, however, application of the
doctrine was less in favor.55 The Legislature passed the law in 1993 in response to a
Texas Supreme Court decision which held that forum non conveniens did not exist in
Texas,56 in large part because they feared that Texas would become the “court of last
resort” for the world otherwise and that businesses would avoid Texas if forum non
conveniens were not available to dismiss suits.57 Section 71.051(b) states that if the court
“finds that in the interest of justice and for the convenience of the parties a claim or
action to which this section applies would be more properly heard in a forum outside this
state, the court shall decline to exercise jurisdiction under the doctrine of forum non
conveniens.”58
The doctrine has been applied in only a few appellate cases in Texas. For
example, in In re Pirelli Tire,59 the Texas Supreme Court held that the lower court in
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Cameron County should have considered dismissing a case brought by Mexican citizens
seeking damages from an Iowa corporation for the wrongful death of their son. Plaintiffs
alleged that their son had died as a result of an auto accident that occurred in Mexico
because of the defendant’s allegedly defective tires.60 The court determined that the
lower court had erred in not granting the defendant’s motion to dismiss the case on forum
non conveniens grounds.61 The court emphasized that Texas courts should not be
burdened with cases that have no significant connection to the forum.62 Moreover, the
court concluded that an alternative forum existed in Mexico, the private interest factors
(such as location of witnesses and evidence in Mexico) favored Mexico, and the public
interest factors favored Mexico (since the plaintiffs were Mexican citizens and the safety
of Mexican highways was a Mexican interest).63 This opinion is unusual in Texas state
case law; the courts have not dismissed many cases involving application of Mexican law
for forum non conveniens.
D. Applying the New Approach to Torts That Occur in Mexico
Since 1979, courts in Texas have been required to apply the Second Restatement
Approach to cases involving torts and contracts that occurred in Mexico.64

One

particularly common fact pattern in these cases involves automobile accidents that occur
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in Mexico but involve citizens of the United States as either plaintiffs or defendants.
Because of the high number of such cases, this section will focus exclusively on choice of
law decisions issues in this type of case.
The choice of Texas or Mexican law in this type of case has important
consequences because the amount of damages available under Texas law far exceeds that
under Mexican law.65

Under Mexican law, courts may award only compensatory

damages, not punitive damages.66 Furthermore, damages for lost wages in Mexico are
based on the local legal minimum wage, not the victim’s actual earning potential.67
Although courts may award “moral damages” for intangible damages suffered, Mexican
law tends to limit such recovery very severely.68 Therefore, plaintiffs suing in Texas
courts have a strong interest in applying Texas law; and Texas courts might conceivably
have a strong interest in dismissing cases not involving Texas plaintiffs.
Texas courts have had to apply the Second Restatement approach in four cases
involving car accidents that occurred in Mexico. As discussed below, two of the cases
were brought by Mexican plaintiffs, while two of the cases were brought by Texas
plaintiffs. These different types of cases produced different results depending on whether
they involved Texas defendants.
1. Cases brought by Mexican plaintiffs against non-Texas defendants
Sanchez ex rel. Estate of Galvan v. Brownsville Sports Center, Inc., 51 S.W.3d
643 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2001), involved a suit by the Mexican parents of a
65
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Mexican child who died in Mexico as a result of an accident involving an all-terrain
vehicle (ATV) that the parents had purchased in Mexico. The suit was brought against
the Japanese company (Honda) that manufactured the ATV and the Texas distributors of
the ATV. However, the Texas defendant was later dropped from the case, leaving only a
Japanese defendant.69

The ATV had been made in Japan, shipped to California,

transferred to Louisiana, and finally to the Brownsville Sports Center (“BSI”), which sold
it to the university in Brownsville.70 The parents of the child who died had purchased the
ATV from a friend in Mexico, who may or may not have purchased it from the
university.71
To determine what law to apply to the case, the court of appeals applied the
Second Restatement test, finding that Texas and Mexico both had significant contacts
with the case.72 It noted that Honda’s negligent conduct (the design flaw) occurred in
Japan and in Texas, where the ATV was placed into the stream of commerce.73 However,
the plaintiffs’ negligent conduct (allowing the child to drive the ATV alone and without
protective gear) occurred in Mexico, and clearly any relationship between Honda and the
plaintiffs was centered in Mexico.74 Nevertheless, it concluded that Texas had the most
significant relationship with the case because Texas had a strong interest in protecting its
69
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citizens from defective products, and since the ATV was placed into the stream of
commerce in Texas the state had a strong interest in applying its own law.75 Mexico,
while it had an interest in protecting its citizens from torts within its borders, did not have
such a strong interest as Texas.76
A second case, Vizcarra v. Roldan, 925 S.W.2d 89 (Tex. App.—El Paso 1996).
was brought by Roldan, a Mexican citizen who lived in Juarez, who sued Vizcarra—a
Texas citizen employed by a Texas corporation (Rock Shop)—and his employer for
injuries arising when Vizcarra hit Roldan with the company’s truck in Roldan’s yard.77
Vizcarra had been driving the truck from Rock Shop’s showroom in El Paso to its
warehouse in Juarez when the accident occurred.78 The Rock Shop and Vizcarra filed for
Mexican law to govern the case, but the trial court applied Texas law.79
In reviewing the trial court’s decision to apply Texas law, the court of appeals
applied the “most significant relationship” test of the Second Restatement. It found that
the Restatement factors favored Mexican law, given that the accident and the alleged
negligence occurred in Mexico, Roldan was a citizen of Mexico, and the entire
relationship between the parties was centered in Mexico.80 Rock Shop’s status as a Texas
corporation was not enough to point to application of Texas law.81 Furthermore, the court
found that policy concerns did not mandate application of Texas law.82 While the court
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admitted that Texas had a strong interest in regulating the conduct of its corporations, this
policy was inapplicable in this case because the act in question, negligent driving, was
not one that Texas had an interest in controlling.83
2. Cases brought by Texas Plaintiffs
In Ford Motor Co. v. Aguiniga, 9 S.W.3d 252 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1999),
the San Antonio Court of Appeals also found that a cause of action arising from a vehicle
accident in Mexico required the application of Texas law. In this case, the injured parties
were all Texas residents.84 Although the accident occurred in Mexico, the vehicle had
been purchased in the United States (and it was inspected and primarily operated in
Texas), the vehicle manufacturer was a U.S. corporation doing business in Texas
(although not a local Texas entity), and the negligence that allegedly caused the accident
(a mechanical problem) was committed in the United States.85 The court applied the
Second Restatement to find that Texas law governed this action because of these contacts
and that Mexico had no interest in the case since none of the defendants was a Mexican
citizen.86
In Trailways, Inc. v. Clark, 794 S.W. 479 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 1990), the
Court of Appeals in Corpus Christi determined that Texas’s law of damages applied to a
claim against a Mexican bus company and Texas bus company for the wrongful deaths of
two Texas residents in a bus accident in Mexico.87 On appeal, the Mexican bus company
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appealed the lower court’s application of Texas law on damages.88 However, the appeals
court applied the “most significant relationship” test and found that Texas law applied to
the issue of damages.89
The court identified several factors in favor of Mexican law, including the
location of the accident (Mexico), the nationality of the negligent bus company
(Mexican), and Mexico’s interest in protecting its citizens from excessive liability to
foreigners from accidents on Mexican soil.90 On the other hand, the court noted that the
victims were Texas residents, the victims had purchased their tickets from the Texas bus
company in Texas, the negotiations that led to the passengers’ entrusting their safety to
the bus company occurred in Texas, and that Texas has an interest in protecting the rights
of its citizens to recover adequate compensation.91 Weighing all these factors, the court
decided that Texas law should apply to the issue of damages in the case.92 Once again, as
in the previous two cases, the court applied the harsher Texas rules of damages to a
defendant who was not a Texas resident, since the case before the Court of Appeals
concerned only the Mexican bus company’s appeal.
E. Summary
Choice of law remains an important but complex aspect of the American legal
system, especially when it comes to the rules for applying the law of another nation. As
mentioned above, the Second Restatement’s “most significant relationship” test, which
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permits a court to consider the contacts to a certain jurisdiction present in a case along
with public policy concerns, has become the most important Choice of Law doctrine in
the United States; and Texas has adopted the rule. At the same time that Texas courts
adopted the “most significant relationship” test, it abolished the Dissimilarity Doctrine,
which for over eighty years had allowed Texas courts to dismiss cases that would require
application of Mexican law.
However, a prejudice against applying Mexican law is still obvious among Texas
courts. The choice of law decisions in the cases discussed above suggest that choice of
law rules provide a way for Texas courts to avoid Mexican law. In only one case did the
court direct a Texas court to apply Mexican law. In the three cases in which the courts
call for application of Texas law, the plaintiffs are both Texan and Mexican—so Texas
courts are not obviously protecting their own resident plaintiffs. However, the defendants
in all three cases were not Texas residents. Therefore, it appears that Texas courts may
apply Texas law, with its more generous damage awards, mainly when Texas residents
do not suffer from the greater potential for damage awards. The flexibility of the “most
significant relationship” test possibly allows the courts to choose the law that benefits
Texas parties the most.
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CHAPTER 4: THE ABILITY OF TEXAS COURTS TO APPLY MEXICAN LAW
This Chapter will discuss how federal courts and Texas state courts have gone
about determining the context of Mexican law in cases where choice of law rules require
application of Mexican law. I will first discuss the rules in federal court, and the way in
which federal courts have applied these rules have been applied in cases requiring
determination of Mexican law. I will then discuss the rules in state court and specific
cases in which courts in Texas have applied these rules to determine a contested issue of
Mexican law.
A. Determining the Content of Mexican Law in Federal Courts
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure state that, in order to determine the content
of foreign law, a judge may consider “any relevant material or source, including
testimony, whether or not submitted by a party or admissible under the Federal Rules of
Evidence.”1 While a judge is not required to conduct research outside of the materials
presented to him by the parties, especially if there is no reason to believe such research
would be fruitful,2 the comments to the Rule strongly suggest that the court should
consider doing its own research because it might have “at its disposal better foreign law
materials than counsel have presented, or may wish to reexamine and amplify material
that has been presented by counsel in partisan fashion or in insufficient detail.”3
Federal courts have clearly affirmed such a practice and conducted their own
research into foreign law beyond what was presented by the parties.4 One such example
1
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Bartsch v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 391 F.2d 150, 155 fn. 3 (2d Cir. 1968).
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was proper under German law); Curley v. AMR Corp., 153 F.3d 5, 13 (2d Cir. 1998) (criticizing the lower
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is the Second Circuit’s opinion in Curley v. AMR Corp. In this case, the plaintiff, an
American citizen, had been detained, searched, and interrogated in Mexico upon
suspicion that he had been using marijuana on an American Airlines flight.5 He alleged
that American’s actions constituted negligence and gross negligence, by which he was
harmed.6 The Defendant American Airlines moved for the application of Mexican law to
the case, but the District Court denied the motion because neither party supplied it with
information about the applicable Mexican law.7
In its opinion reversing the District Court, the Second Circuit chastised the lower
court for not doing its own investigation into Mexican law.8 It stated that under New
York’s “interests analysis” used to determine the applicable law in tort actions, Mexico
had the prevailing interest, given that it was the locus of the tort and had the greatest
interest in regulating the conduct of the parties.9 The court then investigated Mexican law
for itself, using the Mexican Civil Code and several U.S. law review articles written
about Mexican law.10 It ruled that American’s employees had not acted negligently
under Mexican law, because Mexican law—unlike New York law—required that the
defendants have acted “illicitly or against good customs and habits” to be held liable.11
On the contrary, the court held, the American Airlines employees had adhered to the
letter several Mexican regulatory requirements governing the operation of aircraft in

court for avoiding analysis of Mexican law simply because the parties had not presented Mexican law
sufficiently for it to make a decision).
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Mexican airspace.12 The court reached this conclusion from its own active research into
Mexican law.
B. Determining the Content of Mexican Law in State Courts in Texas
The Texas Rules of Evidence concerning presentation of foreign law are based on
the Federal Rules, but in practice Texas state judges do less investigation of their own
into the content of foreign law. The rules require that a party intending to raise an issue
of foreign law give reasonable written notice that the party intends to use to prove the
foreign law and, at least 30 days prior to trial, provide to all parties copies of any written
materials and a translated copy if originally in a foreign language.13 The court may refer
to any materials or sources in determining foreign law, not only the materials provided by
the parties,14 just as federal courts are permitted to do.15 However, in contrast to the
federal courts, if no party adequately supplies the content of foreign law, the Texas courts
may assume that Mexican law is identical to the law of Texas or the same as federal
law.16 Moreover, where the parties present conflicting expert testimony regarding the
content of Mexican law, the courts tend to choose one expert over the other without
conducting any independent investigation into Mexican law or explaining the reasons
favoring one expert’s view over the other’s.
1.

Cases Assuming Mexican Law is the same as U.S. Law
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In In re Estates of Garcia-Chapa, 33 S.W.3d 859 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi,
2000), the appellants urged the court to apply Mexican law differently from Texas law in
the administration of two estates in Mexico because Mexican law and Texas estate law,
although similar on their face, were in fact applied quite differently.17 The court readily
stated that Mexican law should govern the estate administration of two Mexican
nationals, with property entirely in Mexico, who had died in Mexico.18 However, the
court applied Texas law because the appellants had not proven that the laws were actually
applied differently. The court assumed that Mexican and Texas laws were the same
absent proof to the contrary.19 Therefore, although Texas judges are permitted to consult
almost unlimited resources to assist in their determination of the law, if the parties fail to
provide sufficient proof to show that the foreign law is different from the law of Texas,
Texas courts are permitted simply to apply their own law in the absence of proof
otherwise.20
In Long Distance International, Inc. v. Telefonos de Mexico, S.A. de C.V., 49
S.W.3d 347 (Tex. 2001), the court had to determine if the plaintiffs, Long Distance
International and Star Marketing Services (LDI/SMS), had violated Mexican
telecommunications laws that granted Telefonos de Mexico (Telmex) a monopoly on
providing service within Mexico.21

In 1992, Telmex and MCI had entered into

agreements to provide international 1-800 services (“I800”) between the U.S. and
Mexico.22 MCI then entered into agreements providing I800 numbers to LDI/SMS, who
17
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contracted directly with Mexican customers to provide them with an I800 number linked
to a Texas switching station.23 As a result of these agreements, Telmex was able to set
only the rate for the Mexico leg of the call, whereas if the Mexican customer called a
U.S. destination directly, Telmex would have set the rate of the entire call.24 In 1993,
Telmex began disconnecting 1800 numbers that it claimed violated Mexican laws
forbidding resale of telephone services, including some numbers acquired by LDI/SMS.25
The court had to determine whether (1) LDI’s services constituted “resale” of telephone
services under Mexican law;26 and (2) if so, whether such resale violated Mexican law.
In this case, even though the parties presented evidence of Mexican law (as they
had not in Garcia-Chapa), the court abandoned any pretense at using Mexican law,
instead turning to U.S. case law to help choose between the two legal arguments
presented by the Mexican law experts.

LDI’s expert argued that no Mexican law

expressly forbade LDI’s activities, so they were legal. Telmex’s expert, in contrast, said
that since Telmex held an exclusive concession to “build, install, maintain, operate and
exploit” Mexico’s public telephone network, LDI’s activities could not be legal under
Mexican law.27
The two parties in this case clearly provided the court with ample Mexican legal
materials and opinions to make a decision regarding Mexican law. Nevertheless, to
determine the major issue in the case—whether LDI’s services were provision or resale
of telephone services—the court relied mainly on U.S. case law, U.S. administrative
a Mexican caller and reimbursed Telmex for the Mexican portion. James P. George and Anna K. Teller,
“Conflict of Laws,” 56 SMU L. REV. 1283, 1342 (2003).
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decisions, and general policy considerations rather than on any source recognized as
having legal authority in Mexican law.28 The Texas Supreme Court placed great weight
on a decision issued by the Fifth Circuit in Access Telecom, Inc. v. MCI Telecomm.
Corp.,29 a case involving another U.S. phone company that provided Mexican customers
with I800 numbers that split the call into two legs and reduced the overall price of the
call.30 The Fifth Circuit found that the U.S. company was a “reseller” of phone services
for purposes of Mexican law based on the following distinction:
A reseller cannot compete with a monopoly provider because the provider is the
reseller's only supplier. The reseller can only undersell the provider if the provider
sells its services to the reseller for less than they are worth. That is not the same
kind of competition a provider faces against another provider. Competition
between the provider and the reseller is at the mercy of the provider and the
provider's knowledge or ignorance of the market.31
The Texas Supreme Court, in Long Distance International, lifted that standard directly
from the Fifth Circuit case and applied it to its case, finding that “LDI/SMS acted as a
middleman, delivering and billing Telmex's service to Mexican customers.”32 It was not a
“provider” of services because it had not built its own infrastructure or provided its own
equipment.33 Even though the court was trying to decide if the company was violating
Mexican law, it used U.S. law to define the essential categories and terms of the Mexican
statutes.
After concluding that LDI’s services were resale, the court still had to address
Telmex’s claim that LDI’s activities nonetheless violated Mexican law. Once again, to
determine this point of Mexican law, the Texas Supreme Court looked to U.S. cases and
28
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policy, giving significant weight to the U.S. policy in favor of international resale.34 It
quoted extensively from a Federal Communications Commission (“F.C.C.”) decision that
held that resale services were to be considered beneficial.35 Because resale services were
also legal in the U.S., and the F.C.C. had said that international resale is permitted under
U.S. law unless it was expressly prohibited by another country involved in the sale, the
court applied this rule to determine that resale is permitted under Mexican law, because it
was not expressly prohibited under Mexican law.36 Throughout its decision, the Texas
Supreme Court relied on U.S. case law to interpret Mexican law even though it said that
it was applying the law of Mexico.
2.

Cases Relying on the Parties’ Experts

In Gardner v. Best Western Int’l Inc., 929 S.W.2d 474 (Tex. App.—Texarkana
1996), the court had to determine whether Mexican law permitted a Scottish tourist,
Hilary Gardner, to bring a claim against Best Western International (BWI) for injuries
she incurred when she dove into a shallow pool at a privately owned, independently
managed Mexican hotel that BWI had licensed to use its name.37 The plaintiff alleged
that the pool had been mislabeled as deeper than it actually was and argued that Mexican
law permitted her to sue BWI as a third-party beneficiary of the license agreement
between the hotel and BWI.38 The trial court ruled that the substantive law of Quintana
Roo (the Mexican state in which the hotel was located and in which the accident
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occurred) governed but dismissed the case on BWI’s motion for summary judgment.39
The Texarkana Court of Appeals reversed, finding that Mexican law did permit this type
of claim. The court explained that it had found the expert testimony supporting this view
to be more persuasive than the opposing expert testimony. However, it did not clearly
explain why this was the case.
In fact, the court’s opinion appeared to be mainly a summary of Mexican law as
provided by the experts with very little independent analysis. Throughout the entire
opinion, the court made clear that the statutes of Mexican law, the background
information, and the interpretation all come from the parties’ experts, not its own
independent analysis. For example, when discussing Mexican legal reasoning in general,
the court described one expert’s analysis of the importance of Mexican case precedent
and Mexico’s “unitary” legal system, clearly attributing this information to the expert.40
The court was persuaded by the plaintiff’s expert, Professor Stephen Zamora of
the University of Houston, who argued for corporate liability based on a Mexican statute
providing that “corporate bodies are liable for damages that their legal representatives
may cause in carrying out their duties,” and that “employers or owners of industrial and
commercial establishments, or of any means of transport, are obligated to pay for the
damages and losses caused by their workers or employees in the exercise of their
work,”41 Zamora supported these textual arguments by reference to the French Civil
Code, which also permits the imputation to corporate entities of the “negligent acts
39
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carried out by corporate organs, officers, employees, or agents.”42 As Zamora had
explained earlier in the opinion, since Mexico’s civil codes are based on France’s civil
code, Mexican scholars often look to its example to interpret their own law.43 Finally, the
expert quoted the opinion of a Mexican civil law scholar for the proposition that
corporations, since they can act only through their agents, are liable just like individuals
for the negligent acts of their employees.44
The court was less persuaded by the defendants’ expert, who relied on a decision
issued by the Mexican Supreme Court that described civil liability as “‘based on the
personal act attributed to an identified person.’”45 According to BWI’s expert, the
requirement that the act be “personal” and attributed to an identified person would make
Article 87 inapplicable to Gardner’s suit because BWI, a corporation, could not possibly
commit a “personal” act.46 The expert also relied on a statute that expressly limits the
definition of corporate “legal representative” to administrators, attorneys, and managers,
and on a Spanish legal dictionary, which defined “manager” as a company’s “supreme
boss.”47 Thus, the actions of an ordinary employee, which caused Gardner’s accident,
would not be considered those of a “legal representative” of the company for which it
would be liable under Quintana Roo law.
Although the court did not explain the reasons for its preference, it appears to
have chosen the correct interpretation of Mexican law. As Zamora stated, under Mexican
law arguments based on civil codes and legal commentary carry greater weight than those
42
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that rely on non-binding tesis aisladas and legal dictionaries. The main problem
confronting U.S. judges seeking to determine and apply the substantive law of Mexico,
however, is that the U.S. and Mexican legal systems rely on very different sources of
legal authority. While both systems consider constitutions and statutes to be authoritative
sources of law,48 in civil law countries such as Mexico, judicial opinions theoretically do
not provide any binding authority, at least in most circumstances. There is no formal
concept of stare decisis. Each decision applies only to the parties to the suit, and future
courts, in theory, are free to rule however they want, despite the previous judges’
rulings.49
In fact, the absolute dismissal of precedent in civil law systems is overstated.50
However, civil law judges often turn to legal scholarship in order to interpret difficult
questions of law instead of case law,51 whereas U.S. courts look to case law before legal
commentaries to determine the law. Therefore, the civil law courts, when deciding cases,
pay less heed to previous court decisions, focusing instead on the language of the statues,
government regulations and legal doctrine before turning to case law to make their
decisions.52 As such, the court in Gardner most likely correctly followed Gardner’s codebased analysis of Mexican law over BWI’s case law-based reading, even if it did not
explicitly assert which method was the correct way to interpret Mexican law. In contrast
to the Second Circuit in Curley, where the court stated based on its own research that
Mexican law relied more on codes and administrative regulations than case law,53 the
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Gardner court merely accepted one expert’s entire explanation of Mexican law.
Although the court most likely made the correct ruling, it demonstrated no ownership or
comfort with Mexico’s law.
The court adopted a similar approach to Mexican law in Hoffman-Dolunt v.
Holiday Inn, Inc., 1997 WL 33760924 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi, 1997). In that case,
the court had to decide if a U.S. corporation (Holiday Inn) could be held liable under
Mexican law for the actions of an affiliated (but independently owned and operated)
Mexican hotel.

The hotel in Hoffman recommended a doctor to one of its guests

(Dolunt), who allegedly died of a heart attack as a result of the doctor’s incompetence.
Like BWI, Holiday Inn had signed a licensing agreement permitting the Mexican hotel to
use its name.54 The main issues under Mexican law in the case were whether Holiday
Inn, as a franchiser, could be held liable for the death of a guest on its franchisee’s
(Posadas) premises and whether Posadas was legally responsible for Dolunt’s death
because it had recommended his treating physician to him.55 The court accepted the view
of a Mexican lawyer who had practiced for 14 years, who stated that under Mexican law
who testified that Holiday Inns did not have a direct duty to provide guests with medical
care and accommodations, and that its principal-agent relationship with the hotel was not
sufficient to make it vicariously liable for the hotel’s actions.56 It also accepted the view
of a second expert, a Mexican lawyer and law professor, that Mexican law does not
permit a hotel to be held liable for recommending a negligent or incompetent physician to
a guest, unless the physician is not officially authorized to practice medicine in Mexico.57
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The court did no independent research on Mexican law, as in the Gardner case, accepting
the testimony of experts.
C. Summary
What is the upshot, then, of how Texas courts apply Mexican law in the few
instances in which they do so? Federal courts such as the Curley court have taken the
initiative to do their own research into foreign law when choice of law rules dictate its
application. They have found the sources of foreign law on their own and interpreted it
as well. In contrast, Texas state courts have simply, and often incorrectly, assumed that
Mexican law is the same as Texas law when the parties’ fail to provide sufficient
evidence regarding the content of Mexican law.

And, where the parties present

conflicting expert testimony regarding the content of Mexican law, the courts have failed
to venture far beyond the reasoning presented by the experts; they did not even do much
application of law to facts or explain why they choose one expert’s view over another’s.
In another case, the Texas state resolved the conflict in expert testimony by
considering U.S. case law, U.S. administrative decisions, and concerns of U.S. policy,
even though none of these holds significant weight under Mexican law. Although U.S.
(and Texas) courts are certainly supposed to consider important national policies in
making their decisions, using a U.S. economic good to “define” terms of Mexican
statutes is certainly not applying Mexican law as it would be applied in Mexico. In this
case, the court protected an important U.S. policy not by refusing to apply foreign law on
policy grounds but by fashioning the foreign law to bring about the desired result.
The paucity of Texas cases in which courts actually apply Mexican law,
combined with the tendencies of the courts in the few cases in which Mexican law is
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applied, tend to support the theory that Texas courts are not yet comfortable applying
Mexican law. While much of that reluctance may be a general preference for its own,
familiar law, it is possible that some of the hesitancy toward Mexican law in particular,
evidenced by the Dissimilarity Doctrine, has not gone away.

In the next chapter,

however, I will argue that this hesitancy is misplaced as a result of recent changes to the
Mexican legal system.
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CHAPTER 5: THE MEXICAN LEGAL SYSTEM AS A POSSIBLE
EXPLANATION FOR JUDICIAL RELUCTANCE TO APPLY MEXICAN LAW
As shown in the previous two chapters, prior to 1979, Texas courts were required
to dismiss any case requiring the application of Mexican law, under the Dissimilarity
Doctrine. This doctrine was overruled in Gutierrez v. Collins, which also adopted a new
“significant relationship” test for resolving choice of law problems.
The Gutierrez decision should have led to a spate of cases in which Texas courts
applied Mexican law and to a growing expertise in Mexican law in Texas courts.
Especially considering the increasing connections between the United States and Mexico
in multiple areas, one might expect suits involving facts concerning both the U.S. and
Mexico to proliferate.1 However, this situation has not come to pass. Courts in Texas,
despite growing connections between Mexico and Texas, still seem rarely to apply
Mexican law.2 When they do, they often seem reluctant to do so and unfamiliar with the
Mexican system. After the Texas Supreme Court’s bold pronouncement over thirty years
ago promoting the application of Mexican law, what explains this situation?
In this Chapter, I will argue that reluctance to use Mexican law in the Texas court
system is largely explained by an outdated assessment of the inadequacies of the Mexican
legal system. I will begin by discussing the main features of the Mexican legal system
that subjected it to criticism both within and outside Mexico prior to 1994: a weak and
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dependent judiciary and significant problems in accessing Mexican legal materials. I will
then discuss legal reforms adopted since 1994 to increase the power and independence of
the Mexican judiciary, and to increase the accessibility of Mexican legal materials.
A. Perceived Inadequacies of the Mexican Legal System prior to 1994
Legal culture in Latin America as a whole, and Mexico in particular, is often
summed up by the phrase “obedezco pero no cumplo” (“I obey but I do not comply”).3
This phrase originated in the colonial period in Latin America when colonials paid lip
service to royal laws but did not carry them out.4 This disconnect, or “dualism between
legal formalism and actual implementation,”5 has continued to be part of Latin American
legal culture and is sometimes considered an actual cultural trait.6

Even after

independence from Spain, this dualism did not cease; decades of indiscriminate adoptions
of European models exacerbated the divide between the law on the books and social
reality.7 Mexico does not suffer from a lack of law, both Constitutional and statutory.
Like most of Latin America, Mexico is part of a long tradition of civil law; the nation is
steeped in laws on the books, with dozens of different codes and a Civil Code based on
the French Napoleonic Code.8 It also has a long and detailed constitution, but this
document is noted for being more “aspirational” than practical and for differing greatly in
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what it requires from the actual implementation.9 The legal system in Mexico is fullyfledged and comprehensive. However, the actual enforcement of this system is viewed as
very weak.
One major factor explaining the weak enforcement of Mexican law has been the
historic weakness and lack of independence of the Mexican judiciary. The Constitution
of 1917 attempted to establish the Judiciary as an independent branch by giving each
state legislature the power to nominate candidates to the Mexican Supreme Court, who
would then be approved by a two-thirds vote by the national Congress.10 The members
were also given life tenure, which implied that they would only be removed for bad
conduct.11 In 1928, however, Plutarco Elías Calles ended life tenure for Supreme Court
judges, returned the power to nominate justices to the President, and summarily
dismissed all current Supreme Court members.12

When Lázaro Cárdenas became

President in 1934, he again dismissed all Supreme Court members, despite their
guarantees of lifetime tenure, and reduced lifetime terms to six-year terms to run
concurrently with the President’s.13 This change ensured that the Supreme Court was
always at the beck and call of the powerful Mexican executive branch, which held almost
total power over appointing and removing judges.14
Concerns about the impartiality of Mexican judicial decisions deepened as a result
of the dominance of a single political dynasty in Mexico, the Partido Revolucionario
9
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Institucional (“PRI”), from 1917 to 2000.15 As mentioned above, from 1928 to 1994, the
President appointed the nominees to the Mexican Supreme Court, subject to approval by
the Senate.16 While this procedure does not differ greatly from U.S. practice, the total
dominance of the PRI in the Senate meant that the Senate did not do much more than
endorse the President’s choice.17 The Supreme Court, populated by judges approved by
the PRI, then selected lower federal judges, a practice which both contributed to the
Court’s inefficiency by drawing time away from decision making and ensured that lower
judges would be beholden to their superiors.18 Furthermore, since judicial appointments
were not for life, the Executive often appointed political allies or friends who viewed
tenure on the Supreme Court as a springboard to future political positions (even though
the term length, by 1994, had been extended from 6 to 15 years).19 In such a context, it is
hardly surprising that judicial nominees were viewed as subservient to the reigning
political party.20
State courts, prior to 1994, followed a similar procedure to the Federal system—
the PRI-dominated governors’ offices appointed the state Supreme Court justices, subject
to the legislatures’ approval, and the justices then appointed lower state court judges.21
As a result, the Mexican system depended entirely on executive appointment of the
highest judges, who then selected judges all the way down the ranks. Because the PRI
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entirely controlled the Executive and the Legislature in both the federal and state
governments for over 70 years, judges were also beholden to the PRI, to the ruling party..
A second factor behind the weak enforcement of Mexican law has been the
historic difficulty involved in accessing Mexican legal materials.22 A dearth of case law
material is common in civil law countries, since case law historically does not play such a
vital role in the formation of law as in the United States.23 Because easy access to case
precedent was not crucial in the legal system, Mexican judicial decisions were neither
meticulously preserved nor scrupulously indexed as they are in the U.S.24 Therefore, even
if a thorough, clearly-reasoned opinion existed on a point of law, finding it could be quite
difficult. Although Mexican Supreme Court decisions have been published in an official
reporter, the Semanario Judicial de la Federación, since 1871, publication of the
decisions historically has been delayed by months or even years, and owning volumes of
the reporter very expensive.25 Decisions of lower courts were essentially unavailable.26
English-language treatises and law review articles were also rarely available to help U.S.
jurists navigate what case law existed.27
The next two sections will look at changes that have taken place in both of these
areas since 1994.
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B. Judicial Power and Independence in Mexico Since 1994
At the end of 1994, when the last PRI President, Ernesto Zedillo, was newly in
office, Mexico enacted major judicial reforms in an attempt to increase the power and
independence of the Mexican judiciary.28

The 1994 reforms took the form of

Constitutional amendments. President Zedillo proposed the reforms on December 5,
1994, and they entered into law on December 31, 1994, through publication in the Diario
Oficial de la Federación de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos.29
The 1994 reforms increased the Supreme Court’s authority to decide federal and
state constitutional controversies, challenges to the constitutionality of federal and state
laws, and amparo judgments.30 Amparo, which means protection or shelter and is also
known as a “writ of protection,” is a judicial action established in the Mexican
Constitution by which individual persons may challenge state action that encroaches on
their rights.31 A person who feels that the government has infringed upon his rights does
not file a traditional complaint but instead requests a writ of protection against that
infringement.32 Amparo also protects the state from federal laws that infringe on its
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sovereignty and the federal government from state laws that do so.33

This action

commences a special procedure under which, if the individual prevails, the court orders
the state to stop the violation.34 Reforms to Article 107, which regulated amparo suits,
permitted the full Supreme Court to take up direct amparo suits or appeals on amparo
suits either upon its own initiative or upon the petition of a circuit court or the Attorney
General if the suits implicated a significant interest.35
The reforms of 1994 also addressed the historical lack of independence in the
Mexican judiciary, from the Supreme Court level down to lower federal judges.
Specifically, although the President retains the power to nominate Mexican Supreme
Court justices, his choice is restricted by the Senate’s approval—a much more significant
restraint in the post-one-party era.36 In addition, Supreme Court justices, no longer at the
whim of the executive branch, may now only be removed from office in accordance with
Title IV of the Mexican Constitution, which regulates generally the removal of federal
officials. They may be impeached when, in the exercise of their duties, they commit acts
or omissions that harm the public interest—they may not be impeached merely for
expressing ideas.37
Even more important was the establishment of an entirely new administrative
body within the judicial branch to oversee administrative decisions, discipline, and
33
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appointments in the judiciary.38 This body, known as the Consejo de la Judicatura
Federal (“Federal Judicial Council”), was founded to increase the autonomy of the
judicial branch and to reduce the Supreme Court’s duties.39 The Consejo is comprised of
seven members: three judges chosen by lottery from lower courts, three appointees (one
by the executive branch and two by the Senate), and the President of the Supreme Court,
a configuration designed to reduce the power of the executive branch.
The Consejo has many functions. Most importantly from the perspective of
increasing judicial independence, the Consejo now has the power to select federal judges
and to discipline the judiciary. Prior to the 1994 reforms, members of the federal
judiciary below the Supreme Court were chosen by the Supreme Court nominees (who
were widely believed to be dependent on the President for their positions and influence);
after the reforms of 1994, federal judges are selected by a system of exams established by
the Consejo de la Judicatura.40 This system, called the Carrera Judicial (“Judicial
Career”), is designed according to principles of “excellence, professionalism, objectivity,
impartiality, independence, and seniority.”41 Those seeking a position in the federal
judiciary must take a competitive examination, which may be open to anyone or only to
judicial employees, at the discretion of the Consejo.42 The five applicants to a judicial
post with the highest scores on the initial written test may take practical and written
examinations graded by a jury comprised of a member of the Federal Judicial Council, a
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federal judge, and a law professor.43 The jury chooses the successful candidate based on
the applicant’s performance on the examinations, courses completed at the Judicial
Institute, seniority, and academic degrees and advanced studies.44 Then the Consejo de la
Judicatura makes the appointment by a majority vote.45 This system makes appointment
to the federal judiciary mainly dependent on a candidate’s ability and seniority, in clear
contrast to the previous method based substantially on the executive’s selections.
In addition to gaining control over the appointment of federal judges, the Consejo
de la Judicatura also now governs discipline and sanctions of the federal courts.46 This
responsibility had belonged to the Supreme Court, which was so overburdened with its
many administrative duties that it had little time to supervise the judiciary.47 Therefore,
prior to the 1994 reforms, no truly reliable method of enforcing judicial discipline
existed.48 Furthermore, because the entire judiciary was tainted by strong influence by
the executive, disciplinary actions were not viewed as in any way impartial.49 One
Mexican official said that prior to the 1994 reforms, each Supreme Court member was
said to have a “stable” of lower court judges for whom he or she was responsible, in the
sense of a patron-client relationship.50 Disciplining the federal judges amounted to little
more than ensuring sufficient political loyalty.51
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The new system sets up a more neutral disciplinary scheme under the auspices of
the seven members of the Consejo. The Consejo’s rulings in this regard are final and
unappealable, except decisions concerning the appointment, assignment, and removal of
federal judges, which may be reviewed by the Supreme Court.52 This system removes
the pressure to supervise the judiciary from the already overburdened Supreme Court,
which permits the Supreme Court more time to consider cases and places the
responsibility for judicial discipline with a body that has time to perform proper
supervision; in addition, because the supervision comes from within the judicial branch,
undue executive influence is removed from the process.
The 1994 reform are widely viewed as having had a significant positive effect on
the power and independence of federal judges in Mexico. Stephen Zamora writes that the
early experience under the new system has been positive, with judges generally acting
independently, in both the Supreme Court and the lower federal courts.53 Jodi Finkel,
upon investigating the Mexican Supreme Court’s decision regarding electoral issues after
the 1994 reforms, found that the justices acted with considerable independence.54
According to Finkel’s estimation, the Supreme Court’s independence in such cases
especially demonstrates its increasing empowerment in relation to the executive branch
since electoral issues particularly concern the executive. José Antonio Caballero Juárez,
a member of the Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas of the Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México (“UNAM”), wrote that the judicial reforms, ten years after they
52
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were passed, had wrought clear improvements in judges’ independence vis-à-vis the other
branches of government, allowing them to make decisions according to the law against
external pressure.55
However, these positive assessments are far from uncontradicted. Many scholars
have criticized the reforms for not actually changing the status quo and for being mere
attempts to quiet public opinion.56 These critics have commented that the reforms are
little more than window dressing and that judicial independence and prominence have not
in fact increased relative to the executive branch. They have noted several lingering
problems with the judicial reform, starting from the initial implementation of the
program. The reforms were enacted only on a macro level, and therefore they did little to
improve the actual administration of justice or separation of powers.57 Furthermore, in
order to kick-start the independence of the new judiciary and to remove the taint of past
PRI influence, President Zedillo took a page from previous presidents’ books and
dismissed the entire Supreme Court.58 When he replaced them with new members, he did
not follow the prescribed procedures to the letter—instead of submitting three candidates
per position for a total of thirty-three names, he submitted only eighteen proposed
names.59 Although such a defect might not be serious, Mexican legal scholars claimed
that the nominations were fixed by the executive branch and that the Senate’s
55
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examination of the candidates had no effect on the final appointments—the Senate
reportedly asked only one question to each of the candidates.60
Assessments of the Consejo de la Judicatura are similarly mixed. For example,
after the Consejo de Judicatura took over the disciplinary responsibilities for the judicial
branch, in what might seem a vote of confidence in the new system the number of
complaints against individual judges rose sharply.61 However, most of these complaints
were seeking reviews of judicial decisions and were not proper administrative
complaints; as of 2001, the Consejo had resolved over 250 complaints, of which 45 had
merit.62 Critics also point out that the Consejo includes members of the legislative and
executive branches, a design that they say undermines the supposed delegation of
authority to the judiciary.63 In particular, when the Consejo acts by committee, each
committee is to consist of three members, two of whom must be from the legislative and
executive branches.64 In effect, this requirement removes control of the judiciary from
members of the judiciary, even though the Consejo is ostensibly formed for that purpose.
Another hindrance to an effective reform of the judicial system is the incomplete
reform of the state courts.

The 1994 reforms explicitly affected only the federal

judiciary. Although the federal judiciary plays a dominant role in making Mexican law,
the majority of suits first arise in Mexican state courts.65 Since each state is responsible
for reforming it own court system, the state-level reforms have been inconsistent. While
60
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twenty-six state judiciaries adopted judicial councils modeled after the federal Consejo de
la Judicatura discussed above (and Coahuila and Sinaloa had adopted judicial councils
prior to the 1994 reforms),66 reform at the state level has been fitful and incomplete.67
One Mexican legal scholar noted that it is difficult even to generalize about judicial
reform at the state level because of the variety of approaches.68 However, these scholars
also note that reforms in judicial independence and accountability at the state level have
been hindered by interference from the executive branches, perhaps to a greater extent
than at the federal level.69 Therefore, the lack of uniform changes at the state level means
that at the major entry point to the judiciary no systematic improvement has occurred.70
C. Accessibility of Mexican Legal Materials Since 1994
Improved access to Mexican judicial materials in the past twenty years is another
reason that Texas courts should become more willing to apply Mexican law. Beginning
in 1991, the Mexican Supreme Court began to put all federal jurisprudence and tesis
aisladas on CD-ROM.71 Today, the Court’s tesis and jurisprudence are available through
the Court’s website and on the Universidad Autónoma de México’s Instituto de
Investigaciones Jurídicas website.72 These sites do not offer access in English, which
might discourage a Texas judge wishing to investigate Mexican law personally.
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Moreover, the searching methods are not exactly like the legal research system in the
United States: instead of an intricate and comprehensive key word system, these search
engines allow one to search by general field of law, type of judicial opinion, date, and
court.73 Nevertheless, the opinions are available, online no less, whereas historically they
might have been awaiting publication for years after they were first handed down.
Mexican statutes and legal codes are also available through official government websites,
such as that of the Cámara de Diputados or the Senate.74 Although Texas judges may
justifiably still be reluctant to rely entirely on these websites to determine Mexican law
given the unfamiliar search system and the lack of English versions, the materials are
accessible now through the internet; they are not sequestered in legal institutes in Mexico.
Besides case decisions and legislation available online, legal professionals and
scholars in Mexico and in the United States have been making efforts to facilitate access
to concepts in Mexican law to an English-speaking audience. One example is a website
sponsored by Jorge Vargas, the author of several recent articles on the interaction of U.S.
and Mexican law, called Mexican Law.75 This website includes a thorough basic guide to
Mexican law, written in English for a U.S. legal audience.76 The website clearly conveys
which materials are available in English and which are only available in Spanish, and it
provides links to access them in both languages (when available).
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A second important example is the Mexican Law Review, an UNAM publication
begun in 2004 “as a way for the professors at the Institute to share their research with
English-speaking scholars and practitioners around the globe.”77 Now run by John M.
Ackerman, a long-time member of the Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas and expert
in Mexican law, the journal has increased its accessibility to an English-speaking
audience in recent years by accepting only articles written originally in English (because
articles written originally in Spanish were often too local for an international audience to
understand) and by beginning a print version to increase its presence in the international
scholarly community.78 Recent articles have addressed points of great importance to
jurists attempting to understand Mexican law, such as The Concept of Jurisprudence in
Mexican Law (José María Serna de la Garza) and Legisprudence:

the Role and

Rationality of Legislator—vis-à-vis Judges—Toward the Realization of Justice (Imer B.
Flores) (both published in the 2009 online version of the Mexican Law Review).79 These
articles help to explain, in terms familiar to the U.S. legal community, pertinent issues of
Mexican law. Although these articles may not be authoritative statements of the law in
themselves, their availability, along with other commentaries on Mexican law that are
77
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appearing with greater frequency in U.S. publications, would allow Texas judges to
understand the basic principles of Mexican law and to be more comfortable in navigating
it.
D. Summary
While there remain several aspects of the Mexican legal system that might give
pause to Texas judges considering whether and how to apply Mexican law, the situation
has improved dramatically from 1979, when the Texas Supreme Court first advocated
applying Mexican law. The Mexican judiciary has gained an independence and authority
that it did not have in 1979 because of the 1994 reforms to the Mexican Constitution and
the judiciary itself. Moreover, while Mexican legal materials in English, especially lower
court case reports, are still difficult to access, internet accessibility and a greater emphasis
on Mexican Supreme Court precedent have dramatically improved availability of key
portions of Mexican law. If the Gutierrez court determined that Texas courts could and
should apply Mexican law in 1979, today’s courts should find it both easier and less
troubling to apply Mexican law. That they still experience problems doing so goes
against predictions made by many experts on Mexican and U.S. law.80 In the next
chapter, I will discuss further reasons for this reluctance and possible avenues for
improving Texas judges’ ability and willingness to ascertain and apply Mexican law.
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CHAPTER 6: THE NEED FOR JUDICIAL INTERACTION
In the previous chapter, I discussed recent improvements in the Mexican legal
system that should increase the ability and willingness of Texas courts to apply Mexican
law. Yet as shown in Chapters 3 and 4, Texas courts continue to apply Mexican law
extremely rarely, and to experience serious difficulties in the few cases where they
attempted to apply Mexican law. The question is how Texas courts might become more
willing and able to apply Mexican law.
In this chapter, I will argue that the key to improving Texas judges’ application of
Mexican law is to ensure that Texas judges have greater personal exposure to Mexican
law and to Mexican legal practitioners. I will first discuss examples within the U.S. legal
framework that show judges are capable of applying and willing to apply civil law in
cases involving the law of Louisiana and Puerto Rico. I will briefly summarize some
illustrative cases from these jurisdictions and discuss how their examples might apply to
the Texas-Mexico situation in terms of judicial interaction. I will then discuss the
theories of judicial dialogue in the comparative law realm as described by Sir Basil
Markesinis, and argue that these arguments are relevant in the choice of law domain
also., I will look at current efforts to increase interaction between Texas and Mexican
legal practitioners and discuss the needed improvements in the area of judicial
interaction, considering the suggestions of Jorge A. Vargas, a frequent commentator on
the use of Mexican law in U.S. courts.
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A. The Examples of Louisiana and Puerto Rico
Although the U.S. is primarily a common law country, there are two examples of
civil law jurisdictions within the United States—Louisiana and Puerto Rico. In this
section, I will compare the way in which courts in the U.S. have dealt with choice of law
problems involving Louisiana and Puerto Rico law with the way in which they have dealt
with similar problems involving Mexico.
1. Louisiana
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Texas Dissimilarity Doctrine was originally
developed to avoid applying Louisiana law.1 However, according to a Texas court of
appeals, Texas courts were “not infrequently” applying Louisiana law”2 as early as
1974—five years before the Gutierrez court overruled the Dissimilarity Doctrine.
Since Texas abandoned the Dissimilarity Doctrine in 1979, Texas courts have
issued at least 15 cases in which they have found that Louisiana law applied.

These

cases have involved tortious interference with contracts,3 as well as accidents that

1

Texas & P. Ry. Co. v. Richards, 4 S.W. 627 (Tex. 1887).
Continental Oil Co. v. P.P.G. Industries, 504 S.W.2d 616, 621 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1974).
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a Louisiana Supreme Court case to determine the elements); Union Natural Gas Co. v. Enron Gas
Marketing, Inc., 2000 WL 350546 at *7 (Tex. App.—Hous. [14th Dist.] ) (deciding, after ruling that
Louisiana law applied to a claim for tortious interference with contract when the injury occurred in
Louisiana and the parties’ relationship was centered there, that under Louisiana law the claim was limited
to interference by a corporate officer with his employer’s corporate contract with a third person and that
Louisiana did not recognize an independent cause of action for civil conspiracy by reference to the
Louisiana Civil Code and court cases interpreting it).
2
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involved Texas citizens but took place in Louisiana,4 products liability cases,5 contract
provisions,6 and other legal issues.
In each case, the court determined Louisiana law on its own, by consulting
Louisiana statutes and case law, without any assistance from legal experts. The court’s
decision in Union Pacific R. Co. v. Cezar7 illustrates the approach courts have taken in
cases involving Louisiana law.

Louisiana citizens who were injured in a car-train

accident in Louisiana brought suit against Union Pacific and a Union Pacific employee
who lived in Jefferson County, Texas, for negligently causing the accident.8 The court
determined that Louisiana law governed the action because Louisiana had the “most
significant relationship” to the case—the injury and the conduct causing the injury
occurred in Louisiana, the plaintiffs were domiciled there, and the relationship between
the parties, which consisted only of the accident, existed only in Louisiana.9 There were
no important contacts with Texas.10
The court had to determine the duty that Union Pacific owed to the traveling
public at a Louisiana railroad crossing under Louisiana law, and it resolved this issue on
its own, with no reference to experts.11 It found the relevant provisions in Louisiana’s
Civil Code and Louisiana’s Revised Statutes12 and consulted Louisiana court decisions
interpreting these statutes.

It relied heavily on the Louisiana Supreme Court’s
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interpretation of the relevant statutes to make its own determination of Louisiana law,
concluding that Union Pacific in fact had a legal duty to motorists to install extra warning
devices at crossings.13
Although these cases show that Texas courts are more comfortable applying
Louisiana law than Mexican law, some Louisiana legal practitioners and jurists have
complained that U.S. common-law courts fail to interpret Louisiana law with civilian
methodology.14 This failure can be partially explained by the overwhelming influence of
common-law training in the United States—according to one former Louisiana Supreme
Court Justice, briefs on Civil Code cases even in Louisiana’s highest court often rely
mainly on common law methodology.15 Federal judges in the Fifth Circuit face even
greater difficulties because many of them are called to apply Louisiana law without ever
having been trained in civilian methodology.16 According to this Justice, federal Fifth
Circuit judges sometimes rely too greatly on case law to the exclusion of Louisiana
legislative pronouncements, which sometimes leads the Fifth Circuit to reach different
conclusions when predicting Louisiana law than the Louisiana Supreme Court would
likely reach.17
Nevertheless, the Justice notes that Fifth Circuit panels have often been faithful to
Louisiana’s Civil Law system, viewing the Code as supreme and referring to treatises and
only well-settled Louisiana Supreme Court decisions to interpret Louisiana law.
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Although Louisiana civilian lawyers may note that Texas courts do not necessarily
interpret Louisiana law exactly as it would be interpreted in Louisiana, Texas judges
clearly feel more comfortable doing so than they do with Mexican law.
2. Puerto Rico
U.S. courts are called upon to apply Latin American civil law when they consider
the law of Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico, because of its civil law history, operates under a
combination of the civil law and the common law, with determined efforts in recent
decades to re-emphasize the traditional civil law.18 Puerto Rican commonwealth courts
are staffed by attorneys and judges trained in the civil law19
Over the past 30 years, courts in the First Circuit have issued more than 15 cases
requiring them to apply Puerto Rican law. These cases involve diverse issues, including
wrongful prosecution,20 claims against Puerto Rican insurance companies,21 products
liability claims,22 issue preclusion,23 and wrongful prosecution.24 The courts in these
cases determined Puerto Rican law by several methods—by doing their own research, by
certifying questions to the Puerto Rican Supreme Court,25 and even occasionally by
18

Reyes-Cardona v. J.C. Penney Co., Inc., 694 F.2d 894, 895-96 (1982).
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20
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22
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23
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24
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25
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reference to U.S. common law26—but they have generally undertaken the task of
applying Puerto Rican law without protesting their inability to do so.
The judicial approach in these cases is illustrated by the First Circuit’s opinion in
Reyes-Cardona v. J.C. Penney Co., Inc.,27 written by future Supreme Court Justice
Breyer in 1982. The issue in the case was the type of negligence required under Puerto
Rican law for a suit for wrongful prosecution—whether simple negligence was sufficient
or if more than simple negligence were required (such as malice, bad faith, gross mistake,
and lack of probable cause).28 In commentary that mirrors the Texas Supreme Court’s
words in Gutierrez v. Collins, Justice Breyer found it “appropriate” for federal courts to
consider civil law sources in diversity cases arising from Puerto Rico since the
Commonwealth’s law is based on civil law.29 Although he recognized that such sources
were often not readily available in English and relatively unfamiliar to federal courts, he
believed that any problems caused by these barriers were not insurmountable.30 Breyer
listed 3 ways to overcome these barriers: certifying the question to the Puerto Rican
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“conjugal partnership.” Id. In fact, Hector L. Reyes-Díaz was Isabel’s son, not her husband. J.C. Penney’s
error was based on Hector L. Reyes-Díaz’s credit application, on which he had listed Isabel Díaz de Reyes
but had not specified her relationship. J.C. Penney wrongly assumed that Isabel and Hector L. Reyes-Díaz
were married, when in fact Isabel was married to Hector E. Reyes-Cardona, the plaintiff in the suit.
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Supreme Court for an answer;31 asking for advice from the federal district judges in
Puerto Rico;

32

or researching civil law questions independently using civil law

materials.33 Although Breyer noted that a common law judge’s analysis of the civil law
might not be so sophisticated as an expert’s, he followed the the third approach by
independently researching the case at hand.
After summarizing the contradictory holdings of previous Puerto Rican decisions
regarding the negligence standard in wrongful prosecution cases, the court investigated
wrongful prosecution in both the civil law and common law systems, using sources such
as the Revista de Derecho, Jurisprudencia y Administracion (a respected Uruguayan law
journal) and Leçons de droit civil (a treatise published by French law professors
concerning the basics of Civil Law), in addition to Prosser’s Handbook of the Law of
Torts (a staple U.S. legal treatise on the topic of tort law).34

In addition, the court

attached an appendix of over twenty civil law sources from ten civil law countries and
Louisiana.35 After examining these sources, the court concluded that the civil law
approach to wrongful prosecution claims was similar to the common law, and that the
negligence required for wrongful prosecution is beyond simple negligence.36 Although

31
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the First Circuit occasionally relies mainly on its own precedent or Puerto Rican case law
to interpret Puerto Rican law (instead of the more traditional code interpretation and use
of treatises), the First Circuit is willing and able to apply Puerto Rican law; and the
Supreme Court of Puerto Rico has praised the First Circuit becoming “more sensible,
respectful, and prudent in the construction and adjudication of Puerto Rican law.”37
B. Lessons from Louisiana and Puerto Rico—Judicial Interaction
There are several reasons why Texas courts might be more comfortable applying
Louisiana and Puerto Rican law than they are applying Mexican law. First, the legal
materials for Louisiana and Puerto Rican law are much more likely to be available in
English (certain to be available in the case of Louisiana) and in a research format that
U.S. judges are likely to recognize. Second, the Louisiana and Puerto Rican systems are
not “pure” civil law systems, but include common law elements. Third, federal courts
may not dismiss cases on the grounds that they can be more conveniently brought in
Louisiana or Puerto Rico, since both of these jurisdictions (unlike Mexico) are part of the
U.S. federal system. (On the other hand, Texas courts can still dismiss cases on this
ground, since neither jurisdiction is part of the Texas legal system).
None of these three circumstances apply in cases involving application of
Mexican law.

However, the cases suggest that the relatively easy access and

communication that exists between judges in these civil law jurisdictions and judges
outside those jurisdictions. As Breyer noted in his opinion, it would be a fairly simple
thing for the First Circuit judges to ask the opinion of their district court colleagues
37
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regarding Puerto Rico law.38 Mexico does not have these connections to Texas judges,
and there is significantly less interaction between judges in Mexico and Texas.
Increasing the level of interaction between judges in Mexico and the U.S. may be the key
to increasing Texas judges’ willingness to apply Mexican law.
C. Judicial Dialogue in Comparative Law
The notion of increased judicial interaction and judicial dialogue is certainly not
new. In fact, although it appears not to have had great impact yet in courts required to
apply a foreign law by choice of law principles, it has been promoted in the comparative
law context for years, chiefly through the efforts of Sir Basil Markesinis. Markesinis and
other comparative law scholars have made impassioned calls for U.S. judges to accept
foreign law, to learn from it, and to apply it in the U.S. context.39 Markesinis discusses
judicial dialogue mostly in the context of inspiration for interpreting and changing our
own domestic laws—Markesinis, for example, explicitly notes that he is “not talking
about foreign law as applicable law where the rules of conflict of laws so require.”40
Rather, he makes a case for U.S. judges to consider foreign law when U.S. law is unclear
or there is a gap,41 when U.S. judges must discover common principles of law,42 or when
foreign experience can prove that another method has “worked,”43 to name a few
contexts. Markesinis’s “judicial dialogue” is designed to allow U.S. judges to consider
foreign principles of law in order to improve their own law.
38
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Nevertheless, although Markesinis has developed his concept of “judicial
dialogue” to enhance judges’ willingness to consider a foreign law in interpreting their
own, the dialogue he promotes might also improve Texas judges’ willingness to apply
Mexican law in Texas courts. Markesinis mentions several objections to using foreign
law that sound remarkably like Texas judges’ reasons for not applying Mexican law.
Foreign law material is difficult to access or to comprehend.44 Foreign legal materials are
often simply translated into another language, not into legal concepts that members of a
different legal culture can understand.45 Certain cultural distinctions might make the law
of one nation entirely incompatible with another’s.46 Courts may not have enough time
to deal with other legal systems, and they might get the legal principles wrong by
focusing on only one case or statute and missing the bigger picture.47
To counter the first argument, he notes the growing availability of legal sources
through electronic access, which the Gutierrez court noted in the Mexico context in
1979;48 in response to the second, he says that one need only have a background sketch of
the foreign legal system to understand how the example might fit in his own legal
culture.49 As to the third argument, he says that cultural barriers may disappear if one
tries to understand a foreign legal principle in its own context.50 Finally, courts like South
Africa’s often engage in comparative analyses with little difficulty, and misinterpreting a
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foreign law can be avoided by taking care to understand the legal situation fully.51 In
other words, using foreign law in the comparative exercise is challenging and requires
care, but judges are up to the task.
In many ways, Markesinis’s defense of comparative law sounds like the Texas
Supreme Court’s opinion in Gutierrez.

Judges are capable of understanding an

unfamiliar law if they will research the materials (which are ever more readily available)
and consider the foreign law in its appropriate context, with due care and effort.
Markesinis’s discussion of judicial dialogue in the comparative context also highlights
the vehement opposition to using foreign law that many U.S. judges express,52 an attitude
that likely seeps into Texas judges’ minds when they face a question of Mexican law.
The calls he makes for greater judicial interaction in order to make U.S. judges
comfortable with using foreign legal principles to change and interpret their own law
could just as easily apply to Texas judges required to apply Mexican law. It is time to
apply the theories of judicial dialogue and interaction outside the comparative law realm.
D. Efforts at Judicial Interaction Between Texas and Mexico
The legal community in both Mexico and Texas has expressed increasing interest
in establishing a healthy dialogue between the two legal systems.53 The Mexican Law
Review mentioned in Chapter 4 represents a concrete effort on the part of Mexican
lawyers and law scholars to communicate Mexico’s law with a United States audience
and thus to “further . . . a lively dialogue between the professors at the Institute and the
51
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international legal community.”54 This increased interest is also evident among Texas
lawyers and legal practitioners. Several law review articles published in recent years
address what the authors consider to be the growing importance of Mexican law for the
Texas legal community.55
In 1994, a group of U.S. and Mexican lawyers from established the U.S.-Mexico
Bar Association “to develop and promote understanding of the legal systems and
practices and cultural differences of the two nations.”56 The organization (which was
originally called the Texas-Mexico Bar Association) was originally limited to lawyers
and students from Texas and the four Mexican states that bordered Texas; however, as
interest in the organization grew, membership was opened to attorneys and law students
throughout the U.S. and Mexico.57 The organization holds annual meetings for members,
hosts over twenty committees on various areas of law, and promotes networking
opportunities for lawyers on either side of the border.58 By promoting interaction among
U.S. and Mexican lawyers, the Association hopes to promote understanding and
acceptance of legal culture in both countries.
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There are numerous other institutions that permit networking between U.S. and
Mexican lawyers and law professors. The American Bar Association has a committee
devoted specifically to Mexico within their International group, which seeks “to grow its
members [sic] involvement in dialog on current and potential developments of Mexican,
United States and other law . . . .”59 The International Association of Law Schools
(“IALS”), founded in 2005, is committed to “the continuous improvement of legal
education and research through learning from diverse societies and cultures” by means of
fostering contact between law students and law professors all over the world.60

IALS

sponsors meetings approximately twice a year in diverse countries on various topics of
international law to facilitate such contact.61
Efforts to promote interaction between judges in the US and Mexico have been
somewhat slower. The U.S.-Mexico Bar Association organized a conference called
“Strengthening Our Ties: A Study in Current and Developing Law and Policy in USMexico Relations” in October 2007 which specifically invited U.S. and Mexican judges
to discuss “the Role of the Judge in Instilling Public Confidence in a Country’s Judicial
System.”62 The conference also featured a “Judicial Breakout Session” for the judges to
interact, and a U.S. Circuit Judge, a Texas Supreme Court Judge, a Mexican Suprema
Corte judge, and a judge from Spain all attended.
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Association does not currently organize interaction among judges, nor were they aware of
any standing programs to increase interaction.63
The American Bar Association’s Latin American Legal Initiatives Council also is
deeply involved with the Latin American legal systems; but it appears largely to focus on
programs to improve Latin American law rather than increase interaction to allow U.S.
judges to understand Latin American law better.64 Nevertheless, the Initiative has just
this year instituted programs to facilitate judicial interaction between U.S. and Mexican
judges. For example, to improve communication between Mexican and U.S. federal
judges in the border cities of San Diego and Tijuana, the ABA Rule of Law Initiative
(“ROLI”) organized a visit in October 2010 for Mexican judges to their “sister
courthouse” in San Diego.65 The program’s goals included “raising awareness of how
justice is administered in both countries, helping to dispel long-standing misconceptions
and fostering open dialogue about best practices.”66
Jorge Vargas, a Mexican and American legal scholar who first predicted a rise in
cases applying Mexican law in U.S. courts (particularly in California and Texas),
similarly suggests that greater judicial interaction is the best method to make U.S. judges
comfortable in applying Mexican law.

He recommended publishing handbooks of

Mexican and U.S. law for judges and an annual compendium of cases, measures that
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would help resolve lingering problems of accessing Mexican law.67 In addition, he
recommended instituting a series of classes for judges, regular annual meetings or
conferences among judges, and periodic legal lectures from judges at law schools across
the border.68 The measures that he mentions mirror the efforts that other institutions have
made to encourage interaction among U.S. and Mexican lawyers; these methods should
also be effective in fostering communication between judges on either side of the border.
E. Summary
The idea that greater dialogue and interaction among judges will increase their
comfort and familiarity with a foreign legal system, and thus lead to a better application
of that foreign law, is of course not new. In the context of comparative law, scholars
have long espoused greater judicial dialogue. The same benefits from judicial interaction
in the comparative law context apply in the cases in which Texas judges must apply
Mexican law because of choice of law principles. Greater interaction with judges who
apply Mexican law could give Texas judges the familiarity with the actual law and
methodology, increase Texas judges’ comfort with the Mexican legal system, and
provide them with contacts to assist in interpreting the unfamiliar law.
In contrast to the judicial dialogue of comparative lawyers, the judicial interaction
necessary to increase Texas judges’ comfort with Mexican law would likely require faceto-face interaction. As Vargas mentions in his article, conferences and classes, along
with publishes guidebooks and annual reviews of law, are likely needed to increase Texas
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judges’ willingness to apply Mexican law. Personal contact is most likely necessary to
counteract the history of distrust of the Mexican legal system.69 However, increasing
judicial interaction remains the most promising avenue of increasing Texas judges’
comfort with Mexican law and therefore their willingness to apply it.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
This thesis has attempted to assess the ability and willingness of courts in Texas
to apply foreign law, by looking at the way in which those courts have handled cases
raising issues of Mexican law. It turns out that, despite the increasing connectedness
between Texas and Mexico and the predictions made by prominent legal scholars, Texas
courts very rarely apply Mexican law. Courts apply choice of law rules to avoid the
application of Mexican law if this law would be less favorable to Texas citizens. In the
very few cases in which Texas courts do apply Mexican law, the courts demonstrate very
little confidence in their ability to apply the law themselves. While federal courts have
actively undertaken their own research into Mexican law and have conducted their own
interpretations of Mexican law, state courts in Texas rely on experts in Mexican law to
research the law and to interpret it. In at least one case, a federal court in Texas openly
turned to U.S. case law and U.S. public policy to interpret the meaning of Mexican law.
The Dissimilarity Doctrine, in effect in Texas from the 1800s to 1979, suggests
several of the reasons that Texas courts might distrust Mexican law. The Mexican legal
system is very different from Texas’s. Mexican legal materials were difficult to access,
and Texas courts might have a hard time applying the law as it was applied in Mexico
because of the lack of contact with Mexican judges and of explanatory material.
Underlying all these concerns was also the sense that the Mexican legal system was
fundamentally flawed.
Although recent reforms in Mexico should allay some of these concerns, both in
terms of the reliability of Mexican law and the ease of accessing Mexican law, Texas
courts still do not show comfort in applying Mexican law. This thesis has argued that the
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best way to improve this situation is to “import” the notion of judicial interaction from
the scholarly field of comparative law to the actual application of law under choice of law
principles. The steps taken by legal scholars such as the IIJ and legal practitioners such
as the leaders of the U.S.-Mexico Bar Association are a first step. However, they do not
explicitly allow judges to interact and become comfortable with each other. As Jorge
Vargas suggests, only by specifically organizing opportunities for judges from Texas and
Mexico to meet, exchange thoughts about their legal systems, and discuss common
problems will Texas judges be likely to gain the confidence in Mexican law, and the
basic understanding of it, necessary for them to be comfortable in applying it.
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